1. 00:00 General atmospheric (Olympic Rings, flags)
2. 00:05 Atmospheric shots of Thomas Bach welcoming David Zaslav to the IOC HQ
3. 00:15 Shots of the signing of the agreement
4. 00:20 SOUNDBITE: (English) Thomas Bach, President, International Olympic Committee:
   "We are very happy to have announced today that Discovery, Eurosport and the IOC will co-operate for 4 editions of
the Olympic Games starting with the Olympic Winter Games 2018 until the Olympic Games 2024."
5. 00:42 Shots of contracts between IOC and Discovery
6. 00:47 SOUNDBITE: (English) David Zaslav, President, Discovery Communications
   "It's a true partnership with the IOC, it's a partnership in terms of the cultural spirit, Discovery is about satisfying curiosity, quality content, telling great stories and inspiring people. That's the very heart of what the Olympic movement is about so it's a great fit and we look to the next decade to partner with the IOC to bring the Olympics not just to free to air on broadcast but to pay TV to phone to every device. There is over 700 Million people here in Europe all that grew up loving the Olympics and loving the Olympic Games as well as the Olympic sports."
7. 01:23 Thomas Bach and David Zaslav shaking hands
8. 01:32 SOUNDBITE: (English) Thomas Bach, President, International Olympic Committee:
   "We want on one hand the great success, widest possible audience for the Olympic Games, on the other hand we also would like to address this audience a beyond and in between the different Olympic Games. This idea has been fully grasped by Discovery and Eurosport. So this is why we are excited not only about the TV rights agreement but also very much excited about this future cooperation in the Olympic channel because this will promote the Olympic sports and the Olympic values 365 days a year."
9. 02:26 Clip Olympic moments
10. 02:38 SOUNDBITE: (English) David Zaslav, President, Discovery Communications
    "Starting in 2022 we have all the rights to the Olympics exclusively on our platforms in all countries in Europe other than Russia. For 2018 and 2020 we have all rights of the Olympics across Europe on all our platforms exclusively in the exception of the UK and France which were grabbed the rights previously but those rights we will get them in 2022 and 2024. The only country that excluded of that package is Russia."
11. 03.12 animation Discovery Communications with all channels
12. 03.22 End